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Elementary Placement Test - Level 6 
Circle the correct answer in each multiple choice question. Otherwise follow the instructions in the question. 

Be sure to write your name and the date at the top of the page. 

Equish and Language Arts 

Grammar and Language 
1. Which of the following is an example of an 'onomatopoeia'? 

a. She was grey like a rock, which she was. 

b. The rock hit the water with a quiet 'bloop'. 

c. This is the hardest question in the world. 

d. The sediments on the beach made her sentimental. 

2. A 'comma splice' is: 

a. Dividing a sentence in half with a comma. 

b. Using a comma instead of a dash. 

c. Two 'clauses' joined with a comma. 

d. Failing to use a comma when you should. 

3. "I was as hungry as a bear" is an example of a 'metaphor'. 

a. True 

b. False 

4. Which of the following sentences are 'complex sentences'? Circle all that apply. 

a. If I wasn't tired, I would come to your party. 

b. I completely understand your dilemma. 

c. I would go, but my friend's Cute-ceañera is the same day. 

d. Several ponies couldn't come to the party, so she moved it to Tuesday. 

e. It ended up being a great party 

f. We didn't even mind when it started in the rain. 

5. "Hazel gave Crimson a wonderful birthiversary present." The 'subject' of the sentence is: 

a. Crimson 

b. Present 

c. Birthiversary 

d. Hazel 

e. None of the above 

6. "On Saturday, Blue bought Barky a bone from the doggie boutique." The 'simple predicate' of this sentence is: 

a. Blue 

b. Brought 

c. Bone 

d. From 

e. None of the above  
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7. In the sentence "On Saturday, Blue brought Barky a bone from the doggie boutique." how many 'prepositional 

phrases' are there? 

a. 0 

b. 1 

c. 2 

d. 3 

e. 4 

8. "Barky was a happy dog on Saturday." The 'verb' of the sentence is: 

a. Barky 

b. Was 

c. Happy 

d. On 

e. None of the above 

9. Which of the following sentences contains a 'prepositional phrase'? Circle all that apply 

a. I don't know where they went. 

b. There was a dark stain on my coat. 

c. Only the best pegasi make the Wonderbolts. 

d. Whenever we get hungry, we also get grumpy. 

10. Which of the following words is spelt correctly? Circle all that apply 

a. Milege 

b. Expectant 

c. Oversite 

d. Aknowledge 

e. None of the above 

11. "The baby duckling slowly swam behind its mother." is an example of what type of sentence? 

a. Simple 

b. Complex 

c. Compound 

d. Compound-complex 

12. "The pegasus was the pony with aviator sunglasses." contains which of the following? Circle all that apply 

a. Direct object 

b. Indirect object 

c. Predicate nominative 

d. Predicate adjective 

e. None of the above 

13. Write down the correct form of the following sentence in the space below: 

"i did my homework ate dinner and went to bed early" 

 

14. Write down the correct form of the following sentence in the space below: 

"i wanted too go to the party but my mom said i was to sick" 
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15. Write down the correct form of the following sentence in the space below: 

"the small furry adorable dog barked at our hooves over their" 

 

Reading 
16. The 'rising action' of a story comes between the 'climax' and the 'conclusion' 

a. True 

b. False 

17. The 'theme' of a story is... 

a. ...the best part of the story. 

b. ...what the story is about. 

c. ...the layout of the cover, pages, etc. 

d. ...the lesson of the story. 

18. The 'climax' of the story Daring Do and the Marked Thief of Marapore by A.K. Yearling would be... 

a. ...when the Stalwart Stallion of Neighples prepares an spell at the mouth of the volcano. 

b. ...when Daring Do faces off against Mojo at Mount Vehoovius. 

c. ...when Daring Do searches the room at the 'Get On Inn' for clues about the stallion that stayed there. 

d. ...when Daring Do leaves Marapore. 

19. "The stars danced playfully in Luna's night sky" is an example of 'ponification'. 

a. True 

b. False 

20. "Celestia loves to read Equestria Daily." Why are the words Equestria Daily italicized? 

a. It is a 'proper noun' and so it must be italicized 

b. It is a fancy newspaper and so it should be written in a fancy way 

c. It is a title of something and so it should stand by itself in the sentence 

d. It is very important and so it should be emphasized in the sentence 
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Creative Writing 
Write a 'three-paragraph story' that describes the activities you participated in over the summer break. If you are having 

trouble, try to think of the big event that occurred and how that made you feel. 

(Remember the proper format of a 'three-paragraph story'.) 
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Art 

Performing Arts 

Dance 

21. In 'ballroom dance', what direction do partners usually move when they assume the 'promenade' position? 

a. Diagonally 

b. Right 

c. Forwards 

d. Left 

22. When dancing the 'Flamenco', where do the forehooves traditionally go? 

a. Just above the hip 

b. Just below the hip 

c. Raised above the head 

d. Depends on the part of the Flamenco 

23. What is the position where you balance on one hind leg with the other hind leg stretched behind you? 

a. Arabesque 

b. Pose 

c. Attitude 

d. Elevé 

e. None of the above 

24. What is "the position and carriage of the body" called? 

a. Balance 

b. Alignment 

c. Position 

d. Posture 

e. None of the above 

Drama 

25. Name the process of creating your own character. 

a. Improvisation 

b. Role Creation 

c. Pantomime 

d. Role Taking 

e. Role Playing 

26. What is "a conversation between actors on a stage" called? 

a. Dialogue 

b. Dialect 

c. Script 

d. Soliloquy 

e. Discussion 

27. What does 'blocking' mean? 

a. Practice session in which the actors prepare for a performance 

b. A detailed script 

c. The planning and working-out of the movements of the actors on stage 

d. Preventing an actor from performing until the right time 
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28. What term best describes "a long speech by a single character"? 

a. Soliloquy 

b. Bandstand 

c. Reflection 

d. Lecture 

e. None of the above 

Music 

29. Which of the following instruments is 'percussion'? 

a. Trumpet 

b. Piano 

c. Viola 

d. Glockenspiel 

e. Saxophone 

30. "Music without singing, but derived from a poem, story, or other literary source" is called: 

a. Program music 

b. A romantic symphony 

c. Thematic transformation 

d. Symphonic poem 

e. Concert overture 

31. What 'key' is the signature in? 

a. F major or D minor 

b. D major or B minor 

c. A-flat major or F minor 

d. C-flat major or A-flat minor 

e. C major or A minor 

32. Is the following 'scale' correct? 

 
a. True 

b. False 

Visual Arts 
33. The basic 'forms' of visual art are: 

a. Cube, Roundness, Texture, Square 

b. Cube, Sphere, Cone, Cylinder 

c. Cube, Ball, Texture, Cone 

d. Color, Texture, Tone, Tint 

34. When you add black of white to a color, you produce... 

a. ...hues. 

b. ...shadows. 

c. ...tints. 

d. ...values. 
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35. What are the 'primary colors'? 

a. Purple, Blue, Yellow 

b. Red, Blue, Green 

c. Yellow, Orange, Red 

d. Red, Blue, Yellow 

e. Purple, Orange, Green 

36. "The way artwork is arranged" is called its: 

a. Theory 

b. Composition 

c. Application 

d. Aesthetics 

37. Mixing red and yellow produces: 

a. A cool color 

b. An intermediate color 

c. Purple 

d. A secondary color 

e. None of the above 

Art History 
38. How did much of the ancient dance movements evolve? 

a. Ceremony 

b. Encounters between clans 

c. Common gestures 

d. Political necessity 

39. Which 'culture' was the first to incorporate dance? 

a. Roaman 

b. Neighgyptian 

c. Foalonian 

d. Equestrian 

40. When did 'theatre' become popular in Equestria? 

a. The Unification Era 

b. The Pre-Discordian Era 

c. The Era of the Twin Sisters 

d. The Celestial Era 

41. Which of the following 'plays' is not one by Shaking Spear? 

a. Titan Imperialus 

b. King Brave 

c. King Shadow 

d. The Merchant of Veneigh 

e. None of the above 
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42. Compared to the 'Classical Orchestra,' the typical 'Romantic Orchestra' was: 

a. Smaller, but had new stringed instruments 

b. Larger, adding many new kinds of instruments 

c. Larger, but had fewer kinds of instruments 

d. Smaller, but adding new instruments of all kinds 

43. "Big-band jazz" is called: 

a. Bebop 

b. Blues 

c. Manehattan 

d. Ragtime 

e. None of the above 

44. Unicornian manuscripts were often decorated with which material? 

a. Iron 

b. Plastic 

c. Silver 

d. Copper 

e. Gold 

45. Zebrican Masks are an example of which type of art? 

a. Expressionist 

b. Folk 

c. Pop 

d. Modern 

e. None of the above  
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Health and Physical Wellbeing 

Diet and Nutrition 
46. What category do "starches and sugars" fall under? 

a. Grains 

b. Baking Goods 

c. Carbohydrates 

d. Vitamins 

e. Powders 

47. Which of the following does your body get most of its 'energy' from? 

a. Carbohydrates 

b. Vitamins 

c. Water 

d. Grains 

e. Fruits 

48. How many servings of the 'grasses food group' should you eat every day? 

a. 2-3 

b. 3-4 

c. 4-6 

d. 6-8 

e. None of the above 

49. Which of the following is not a 'nutrient' found in food? 

a. Carbohydrates 

b. Vitamins 

c. Proteins 

d. Minerals 

e. Hydrocarbons 

50. Your body needs 'vitamins and minerals' because they... 

a. ...give your body lots of energy. 

b. ...protect your body from disease. 

c. ...help the body's 'metabolic' functions work. 

d. ...help your body move heat in and out. 

e. ...make your coat shiny and smooth. 

Exercise 
51. How much exercise should a young pony get every day? 

a. 1-2 hours 

b. 2-3 hours 

c. 3-6 hours 

d. 4-8 hours 

e. None of the above 

52. What is the best type of exercise for a growing pony? 

a. Tag 

b. Tug-of-war 

c. Hoofball 

d. Dancing 
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Relationships and Harmony 
53. What is the most important aspect of a good friend? 

a. The things they like. 

b. How much you can trust them. 

c. How funny their jokes are. 

d. How much time you spend with each other. 

e. The amount of nice things they get you. 

54. What should you do if somepony is yelling at you? 

a. Yell back at them. 

b. Wait until they stop before trying to calm them down. 

c. Tell them they are acting stupid and that they should grow up. 

d. Roll your eyes and try to ignore them. 

e. Shake them a bit until they stop. 

55. How can you show others that you value their thoughts and ideas? 

a. Give them a present on their birthiversary 

b. Treat them to ice cream every so often 

c. Give them all of your attention when they have something to say 

d. Write them an anonymous letter telling them how great you think they are 

56. You've made a new friend but  you soon find out that he/she doesn't believe in harmony and is angry all the 

time. What should you do? 

a. Have Princess Twilight and her friends use the Elements of Harmony on them. 

b. Tell them that if they don't start being more happy, you won't be their friend anymore. 

c. Tell them that they being dumb. The Elements of Harmony are real, so obviously harmony is real. 

d. Show them what harmony means by having them play together with your friends. 

57. Your neighbour is playing music loudly and it is very distracting. What is the best way to deal with this situation? 

a. Play music from your house even louder to show how annoying it is. 

b. Suggest that your neighbour turn it down or ask them to use headphones instead. 

c. Complain to other ponies on the street about the music. 

d. Tell your neighbour to stop playing music because it is annoying. 

Health and safety 
58. Your pegasus friend has sprained a wing. What should you do to help your friend? 

a. Carry your friend to the hospital. 

b. Leave your friend there and find other ponies who can help. 

c. Stay with your friend and call out for help until help arrives. 

d. Try to fix the sprain yourself. 

e. None of the above 

59. Your unicorn friend is complaining that their horn hurts but doesn't know why. What would you recommend 

that they do? 

a. Try rubbing their horn gently to see if the pain goes away. 

b. Try circulating a little magic in it to see if the pain goes away. 

c. Go to the doctor to have it checked out. 

d. All of the above 

e. Both a and c only 
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60. You see something on the ground but don't know what it is. You should... 

a. ...dig a hole and bury it. 

b. ...pick it up and bring it to your parents. 

c. ...lick it. If it tastes good then it should be good to eat. 

d. ...leave it be and tell somepony about it. 

61. Your friend has been feeling moody lately and complains that she often gets stomach-aches and can't fall asleep. 

Your friend is most likely... 

a. ...stressed. 

b. ...is eating bad food. 

c. ...has done too much exercise. 

d. ...secretly lying. 

62. It is important to wash your hooves after going outside because... 

a. ...dirty things are gross. 

b. ...water feels nice after a hot day. 

c. ...it is hard to grip things when there is dirt on your hooves. 

d. ...diseases and germs can be spread by dirty hooves. 

e. ...your parents say so. 
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Mathematics 
63. What is the equivalent to "m + m + m + m"? 

a. m + 4 

b. 4m 

c. m4 

d. mmmm 

e. None of the above 

64. 15x + 10 = 100. What is 'x'? 

a. 1 

b. 4 

c. 8 

d. 15 

e. None of the above 

65. 12 is divisible by 3. 

a. True 

b. false 

66. Solve: 8/35. Use long division and show your answer in the space below to 3 decimal places. 

 

 

 

 

 

67. Solve: 9/10 + 4/15 

a. 1/2 

b. 6/7 

c. 4/5 

d. 8/3 

e. 7/6 

68. Last year, there were 1172 ponies in Ponyville. This year, there are 20 percent more ponies than last year. 

Approximately how many ponies are in Ponyville? 

a. 1800 

b. 1500 

c. 1600 

d. 1400 

e. 1200 

69. There are twelve balls in a bag: five red ones, three blue ones, one yellow one, and three green ones. What is 

the probability that you will get a green ball? 

a. 1/2 

b. 1/3 

c. 1/4 

d. 3/7 

e. None of the above 
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70. In the set of values: 1,3,1,8,46,3,6,8,4,65,1, what is the mode? 

a. 3 

b. 1 

c. 69 

d. 8 

e. 46 

71. 45 - 6 = 13 * 3 

a. True 

b. False 

72. 120/4 = 12 + 20 

a. True 

b. False 

73. Which of the following are equations? Circle all that apply 

a. 10 = x - 5 

b. 10 

c. x - 5 

d. x + 2x 

e. x/3 +2 > 0 

74. In the graph (above right), what is approximately the 

distance at 4 seconds? 

a. 22 meters 

b. 25 meters 

c. 20 meters 

d. 15 meters 

e. 10 meters 

75. In the graph (bottom right), what does 'a' represent? 

a. Rise 

b. Run 

c. Slope 

d. Y-intercept 

e. X-intercept  

Geometry 
76. If a circle has a radius of 1, what is the approximate circumference: 

a. 3 

b. 8 

c. 6 

d. 2 

e. None of the above 

77. The parallelogram shown has a height 'h' of 12 and a base 'b' of 4. What is the area? 

a. 12 

b. 24 

c. 4 

d. 48 
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Science 

Scientific Method 
78. What are the five steps of the 'scientific method'? 

a. Characterization, Hypothesis, Prediction, Testing, Confirmation 

b. Hypothesis, Analysis, Testing, Results, Confirmation 

c. Introduction, Hypothesis, Testing, Results, Confirmation 

d. Formulation, Hypothesis, Analysis, Testing, Results 

79. When a 'test's result' does not match the 'hypothesis,' the problem may be... 

a. ...the experiment. 

b. ...the hypothesis. 

c. ...the definition of the 'subject' being tested. 

d. All of the above 

Alchemy 
80. What are the six branches of Alchemy? 

a. Transubstantiation, Equivalence, Transformation, Structural, Herbal, Creation 

b. Traditionalism, Compound , Equivalence, Structural, Reaction, Herbal 

c. Transubstantiation, Traditionalism,  Equivalence, Structural, Reaction, Herbal 

d. Compound, Traditionalism, Equivalence, Structural, Herbal, Creation 

81. What are the differences between ' Structural' and 'Herbal' Alchemy? 

a. Structuralism deals with inorganic things like sand while Herbalism deals with organic things like flowers 

b. Structuralism focuses on structures while Herbalism focuses on wildlife 

c. Structuralism deals with rigid things like buildings, while Herbalism deals with flexible things like plants 

d. Structuralism focuses on small things like cells while Herbalism focuses on big things like leaves 

82. What occurs when ground 'aqualite crystal' is heated in an oven? 

a. The powder melts, causing the powder to spark and crackle before melding together. 

b. The crystal ignites and the flame burns many different colors. 

c. The powder heats up, causing it to crackle and spark as the magical energy inside is released. 

d. Bits of the powder explode, causing it to crackle and spark as it expands and changes shape. 

e. Nothing happens. 

Ecosystems 
83. What is the purpose of 'photocrystalization' in plants? 

a. To heat up the ground 

b. To create magic crystal in the soil 

c. For the plant to make its own food 

d. All of the above 

e. Both b and c only 

84. Which of the following is not made from cells? 

a. Mushrooms 

b. Sand 

c. Dogs 

d. Leaves 
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85. Which of the following is not part of the cloud making process? 

a. Porification 

b. Cribriformation 

c. Accumulation 

d. Aquification 

e. Restriction 

Thaumaturgy 
86. Which of the following is not a branch of Thaumaturgy? 

a. Perceptual 

b. Formal 

c. Medical 

d. Emotional 

e. Natural 

87. What is the name for the unit of "magic energy"? 

a. Thuum 

b. Tham 

c. Turm 

d. Thum 

e. Thaum 

88. What is the term for "the sparkling light that shines from an object affected by magic"? 

a. Exogenic Illumination 

b. Iridescent Illumination 

c. Sparkly Illumination 

d. Thaumic Illumination 

e. Magic Illumination 

Social Studies 

History 
89. After the 4th Griffon War, what was introduced which established peace with the Griffons to this day?  

a. The DEW System 

b. The Griffon Pact 

c. The Peace Alliance Treaty 

d. The Muster Plan 

e. None of the above 

90. What is the name of the pony who constructed Canterlot Castle? 

a. Deep Chisel 

b. Fine Design 

c. Ornate Elegance 

d. Stone Pillar 

e. Stiff Resistance 
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91. What was the name of the first Prince of Equestria? 

a. Blueblood 

b. Noble Grace 

c. Patrician 

d. Gentle Lilac 

e. None of the above 

Government 
92. What are the names of the levels of government? 

a. Municipality, County, Duchy, Diarchy  

b. Municipality, County, Duchy, Principality 

c. Municipality, Duchy, Diarchy 

d. Municipality, County, Duchy, Monarchy 

e. Municipality, Duchy, Principality 

93. What places did Celestia build to help teach ponies about Harmony? 

a. Universities 

b. Libraries 

c. Elementary Schools 

d. Hospitals 

e. None of the above 

94. What is the name of the time when a pony can speak to the Princesses about really important issues? 

a. Princess time 

b. Court 

c. Castle time 

d. Conference 

e. Hearing 

Geography and the World 
95. How many 'time-zones' are there in continental Equestria? 

a. 3 

b. 4 

c. 5 

d. 6 

e. None of the above 

96. On a map, what are the horizontal and vertical lines called? 

a. Horizontals/Verticals 

b. Parallels/Meridians 

c. Meridians/Parallels 

d. Latitudes/Longitudes 

e. Longitudes/Latitudes 
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97. What was the name of the pre-Discordian civilization that existed in what is now known as 'Saddle Arabia'? 

a. Sumare 

b. The Aramarean Kingdoms 

c. Foalon 

d. Ponicia 

e. None of the above 

Presentation 
98. A 'primary source' differs from a 'secondary source' because... 

a. ...the primary source is your main source of your writing. The secondary source just supports it. 

b. ...a secondary source was actually present for the event. A primary source researched the event. 

c. ...a primary source is the first you used. A secondary source comes after. 

d. ...a primary source was present for the event. A secondary source researched the event. 

99. In a 'five-paragraph essay,' which of the following are required? Circle all that apply. 

a. A thesis 

b. 5 sentences per paragraph 

c. A claim 

d. Evidence 

e. A happy ending 

f. Explanations of the evidence 

g. A conclusion 

h. A moral or lesson to be learned  

100. When using pictures in a presentation like graphs and drawings, you should: 

a. Put them up only when you are talking about them 

b. Keep looking at your audience when showing them 

c. Avoid handing them out to the audience 

d. All of the above 

e. Both A and B only 


